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Pramod Rastogi 

Enlightenment 

 

Nerves run high as chords strike a melody 

Blood runs wild in my net of veins weary 

The will is high but the view is empty 

At heights low, giddy makes me my envy. 

 

Sights set on the peak the end is in sight, 

In this moment of mayhem never mind 

The stakes soar with a furl of the foresight 
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Urging me into an epic spellbind. 

 

The boundaries blur and go undefined 

Praise be, the sunlight is not colour-blind, 

The quest is a part of the mastermind 

Which grapples for shades of truths in a grind. 

 

Time must tread the road to the destiny 

On the way are plagues and scrutiny, 

But the piety and deeds are heavenly, 

Pure is the mind, reign will the melody. 
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